
WRITING A FEATURE ARTICLE ABOUT SOMEONE BEING KIND

How to Write a Profile Feature Article says at the end of an interview, "but that was all off the record," that person is out
of luck. 2. Ask open questions, be a good listener, and probe for anecdotes. Outlining your story is the best way to start.

It also giveseditors more options when filling space. Plus, good interviews should help you expand your
understanding of your topic. If you're trying to get into a trade publication, do your research and check the
deadlines--they could be working as much as three months in advance. That won't work. While a news release
is designed to entice the reporter into finding out more information themselves, a feature's designed to be used
as is, or merely edited to fit the space available. Are there questions raised by your story that you have not
answered? In other words, they rarely if ever evoke visual images in readers' minds; they are just a lazy
substitute for writing good, effective description. Continue Reading. To do that, they must incorporate facets
of writing often not found in news stories â€”ones that are often associated with fiction writing, including
description, a greater use of quotes, anecdotes, and sometimes extensive background information. Don't
assume that you understand all the nuances of your topic. Use Verbs and Adjectives Wisely Most editors will
tell you that beginning writers need to use fewer adjectives and stronger, more interesting verbs. Mark Nowlan
Opinions expressed by Entrepreneur contributors are their own. So he or she should be knowledgeable on the
topic and open to working with the media. Write it in a leisurely pace and focus on your human element. He
has written and taught journalism for over 25 years. Come to any interview armed with a basic list of
questions you hope to ask. E-mail the features editor to determine their interest before you start writing--just a
simple outline will do. People who may be sitting at the next table, older versions of the people above. Well,
said the young woman, maybe you could help us schedule games against some of those AAU teams. Often the
heading and lead can work together â€” perhaps by asking a question in the heading and then beginning to
answer it in the lead, or by using some high interest words like 'Free,' 'Hot,' 'Sizzling,' or 'Bare Facts. Do so by
asking open-ended questions that are well-planned. Sinatra had been working in a film that he now disliked,
could not wait to finish; he was tired of all the publicity attached to his dating the year-old Mia Farrow, who
was not in sight tonight; he was angry that a CBS television documentary of his life, to be shown in two
weeks, was reportedly prying into his privacy, even speculating on his possible friendship with Mafia leaders;
he was worried about his starring role in an hour-long NBC show entitled Sinatraâ€”A Man and His Music,
which would require that he sing 18 songs with a voice that at this particular moment, just a few nights before
the taping was to begin, was weak and sore and uncertain. Pay attention to your subject's habits and
mannerisms. Another thing to remember--and one way a feature differs from a news release--is that a feature
story will almost never include corporate identity or forward-looking statements. If the conversation goes well
you can and should toss your questions and go with the flow, but if you have a terse source your questions
should be a big help in keeping the conversation going.


